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Abstract:
A central theme of modern condensed matter physics is to understand old and discover new emergent phenomena in quantum materials. These phenomena emerge through the collective behavior of electrons due to their mutual interactions (correlations) as well as interactions with other (charge, lattice, spin, and orbital) degrees of freedom in the systems. Each discovery of a new emergent phenomenon offers a potential opportunity to fundamentally change our understanding of the organizing principles of condensed matter, and to create a new basis of modern technology. Study of these interesting phenomena demands the use of a combination of multiple experimental techniques, with each being sensitive to a different aspect of the complex problem and capable of providing complementary insights necessary for forging a global understanding. Such an integrated experimental approach has been frequently applied to my past research under different themes, specifically, with the aims to understand known emergent phenomena, to discover new emergent phenomena, and to realize novel functionalities arising from those phenomena. Examples will be given in this talk for each of these themes, including our discovery of a new emergent phenomenon in solids —3D negative electronic compressibility. The occurrence of this phenomenon is driven by the electron correlations; This finding opens the door to an uncharted territory of negative compressibility research that potentially features a whole variety of bulk quantum materials and promises unique applications in low-power nanoelectronics and novel metamaterials. Future plan will be outlined for further explorations on emergent phenomena mainly based on an all-in-one ultra-high vacuum system for integrated surface analysis currently under construction at Westlake University.
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